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The summer series of the San Diego County Library Acoustic Showcase begins in June with six concerts taking place throughout the month! The Acoustic Showcase series offers a wonderful variety of some of San Diego's very best singer/songwriters, folk music performers and story tellers.

These concerts are FREE to the community.

The following are upcoming concerts for June.

**KEV**

Sunday, June 2 - 2:00 PM - Fallbrook Branch

KEV’s music is a fiery blend of slapping, tapping, picking and plucking that defies any specific genre. He weaves the flavors of Celtic, flamenco, blues and rock into his fingerstyle guitar compositions and ties it together with his own style and sound.

**Erika Davies**

Tuesday, June 4 - 6:30 PM - Rancho San Diego Branch  
Saturday, June 15 - 2:00 PM - El Cajon Branch  
Saturday, June 29 - 2:00 PM - Solana Beach Branch

San Diego lounge scenestress Erika Davies first came to local attention singing with former Rugburn Gregory Page, who encouraged her to write songs and strike out on her own as a solo artist.

**Virtual Strangers**

Saturday, June 8 - 2:00 PM - Poway Branch

The Virtual Strangers bluegrass band was formed in 1992 in Napa, California. Their sound is a mixture of traditional, Stanley, Monroe, and Flatt & Scruggs material with more progressive material from Blue Highway, Lonesome River Band and some Del McCoury.

**Nathan James**

Wednesday, June 12 - 6:00 PM - Encinitas Branch

Whether you catch Nathan James as his true one-man-band, playing guitar and stomping out time on his custom suitcase drum set while singing and blowing harmonica, or leading his new trio, you are sure to be moved and impressed with the unique energy and soul that he possesses.